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Connecting, Coordinating, Cataloguing:
Communicative Practices on Mobile

Social Networks

Lee Humphreys

This article draws on Georg Simmel’s sociological framework for social interac-

tion in public space to situate socially mediated interactions within a historical

and theoretical context. Based on 5 case studies of mobile interactions with

social networks, this article explores how these mobile interactions with social

networks are practiced and experienced in everyday life. Together these case

studies suggest 3 kinds of communicative practices associated with mobile

social networks: connecting, coordinating, and cataloguing. These practices

are associated with the social, physical, and informational aspects of public

social interaction respectively. The article concludes with implications of these

practices for socially mediated interaction in public space.

Increasingly all kinds social network sites are accessed and used through mobile

devices. Facebook, for example, reported that 350 million users (almost 45%) access

the service through a mobile device (Facebook Statistics, 2012). Additionally 60%

of Twitter users access online social networks (McGee, 2012). Significantly more

people in the world today have a mobile phone than have an Internet connection

(ITU, 2009). This suggests that for many people, the first time they encounter social

media will be on a mobile device (Donner & Gitau, 2009). Therefore mobile inter-

actions with social networks are often specifically designed for a mobile handheld

device. This is true for Twitter with its 140-character limit so tweets could be sent

via text message. Not only are these technologically optimized for small mobile

screens, these mobile social networks often account for the presumed mobility of

the user in the design of the service itself.

Mobile interactions with social networks are helpful to understanding contem-

porary mediated public sociality in part because mobile phones are often used in
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Humphreys/CONNECTING, COORDINATING, CATALOGUING 495

public spaces (Humphreys, 2005). Public space can be defined as ‘‘those areas

and locales, especially in towns and cities, outside the private spaces of the home

and workplace, where people can congregate, socialize, and organize in relatively

unregulated ways’’ (Sheller & Urry, 2003, p. 110). Mobile interactions with social

networks can often occur in public and therefore also shape the one’s experience

of public space. Additionally, the kinds of interactions that can occur on mobile

devices are increasingly available to a public who is not physically co-present.

When someone ‘‘checks in’’ on Foursquare from their mobile phone or posts a photo

to Facebook from their mobile phone, they are publicly interacting on multiple fronts

(Ling, 2004).

This article proposes a communication framework based on five empirical case

studies of mobile interactions with social networks. By drawing on sociological

theories of public social interaction in which to situate mobile sociality, I want to

argue that understanding how social space is inhabited and practiced can provide

a model for understanding contemporary mediated public sociality.

Mobile Interactions with Social Networks

Sheller (2012) introduces the term ‘‘mobile mediality’’ to convey the increased

flexibility and prominence of mobile communication technology to produce new

relations between people, communities, and places. Mobile mediality can be empir-

ically examined through mobile interactions with social networks. Because mobile

communication technology changes so quickly, this article focuses on the practices

rather than the technology or services per se to reveal how mobile mediality is

experienced in everyday life. Specifically, mobile interactions with social networks

are those social interactions centered on connecting or communing with people

through mobile media. These are primarily not mobile interpersonal exchanges like

text message or voice calls, although mobile interactions with social networks may

allow for one-to-one communicative exchanges. Instead the presumed sociality can

be seen in the publicness of the actors, audience, and the communicative exchanges

themselves. The convergent nature of media might suggest there is no reason to

articulate the ‘‘mobile’’ aspect of interactions with social networks. The mobility of

such interactions, however, is central to understanding the emerging practices and

perceptions of mobile interactions with social networks.

There are two assumptions about mobile interactions with social networks that

I bring to this study. First, distinctions between mobile technology and locative

technologies are helpful and pertinent. Second, distinctions between online and

offline interactions are not necessarily helpful and do not reflect the complex ways

we engage in social interaction in the contemporary media environment.

The emerging literature around locative media defines location-based technolo-

gies as ‘‘mobile interfaces that allow users to retrieve place-specific digital infor-

mation and connect to nearby people depending on their location’’ (de Souza

e Silva & Frith, 2010, p. 503). Inherent in this definition is the social aspect of
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the media as well as the mobile aspect of the media. Not all mobile interactions

with social networks are necessarily locative in that they do not necessarily use

digital place-specific information, nor do people necessarily use them to connect

to ‘‘nearby’’ people. For example, if I access Twitter on my mobile phone there

is nothing necessarily technologically locational about that. Indeed Erickson (2010)

suggests that Twitter was designed to be ‘‘locationless’’ (p. 1198). Of course, Twitter

users can geo-locate their tweets or find geographically proximate others who have

recently tweeted, but the majority of tweets generated and consumed on mobile

devices would not be considered technologically locative.

The second assumption that I bring to this project is mobile interactions with

social networks are not purely online interactions. Many have argued that thinking

about online and offline as interrelated and mutually constituted is more helpful and

indeed accurate than separating them into virtual and real (Ito et al., 2009; Markham

& Baym, 2009; Miller & Slater, 2000). Overemphasizing the distinctive nature of

the mediated and nonmediated or online and offline communication may serve

certain analytical purposes, but it does not necessarily do justice to the convoluted

ways in which such practices are enacted in everyday life. This is particularly true

with mobile interactions with social networks. Thus it is important to reinforce the

point that this project is not just based on the mediated mobile interactions that

occurred through social networks, but took a naturalistic interpretive perspective

(Lofland, Snow, Anderson, & Lofland, 2006) and included the various face-to-face

and offline interactions and communication that occurred ‘‘around’’ these practices

as well. In order to situate mobile interactions with social networks, I begin by

describing social interactions in public more broadly.

Social Interactions in Public

Goffman applies his dramaturgical theory (1959), which suggests that people

actively construct their sense of self based on whom they are interacting with, to

social interaction in public space occurring among co-present individuals. Goffman

defines presence as the ‘‘perception that one is being perceived by others’’ (1963,

p. 17). Thus for Goffman there is nothing inherently physical in the concept of

presence, which is quite appropriate for mobile interaction with social networks

(Licoppe & Smoreda, 2005; Lombard & Ditton, 1997). Indeed the act of commu-

nicating through mobile social media suggests that one is potentially perceived by

others physically co-present as well as those virtually co-present. Whether or not

the communication is indeed read or perceived by others does not matter. It is the

possibility that one is being perceived by others in public space for Goffman (1959)

that will impact one’s role and manner.

Goffman’s (1963, 1967, 1971) work on interpersonal social interactions includes

the social norms that govern social behavior in public space. In particular, he

suggests that generally when people interact in public space they subscribe to the

public order, which he defines as the ‘‘ground rules and the associated ordering
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of behavior that pertain to public life—to persons co-mingling and to places and

social occasions where this face-to-face contact occurs’’ (1963, p. xii). Such norms

of course may be broken but generally people adhere to these rules and maintain

normal appearances.

Social norms of public space are generally described through the concept of

civility (Goffman, 1963; Lofland, 1998; Milgram, 1992; Oldenburg & Brissett, 1982;

Sennett, 1976). Here civility is characterized by a general lack of intimacy and

personal information, which on grand scales of public interaction would be bur-

densome. Civility is ‘‘the activity which protects people from each other and yet

allows them to enjoy each other’s company’’ (Sennett, 1976, p. 264). Long before

social media emerged, Sennett lamented that private and intimate information is

no longer withheld from public conversation. Indeed Sennett suggested that part of

the modern experience is inherently characterized by its incivility due to the highly

personalized nature of public discourse. To understand Sennet’s ideal public where

civility was performed means to draw on the work of early sociologists like Georg

Simmel (1903/1964) and to more directly apply Simmel’s description of the social

characteristics of public space to mobile mediality.

Inner and Outer Space

Simmel (1903/1964) provides us with two dimensions that characterize relation-

ships in public space: inner and outer space. Inner space refers to the degree of

social intimacy or social distance between people. In other words, inner space

concerns proximity in social and emotional terms. Inner space is described on a

continuum from intimate (very close socially and emotionally) to unknown (socially

and emotionally disconnected). Outer space refers to the physical distance between

people in public space. Simmel (1903/1964) describes outer space as a continuum

from disparate (physically distant) to co-located (in the same physical location).

Simmel’s (1903/1964) description of the social and physical aspects of public

space provides a theoretical framework that is particularly apt to characterize a

variety of mobile social networks. Some mobile social networks are designed to

facilitate interaction among members of intimate social groups (intimate inner space)

who are physically distant (disparate outer space), while others attempt to connect

unknown others (unknown inner space) in close physical proximity (co-located

outer space). Use of mobile social networks may differ dramatically depending on

its targeted characteristics of inner and outer space.

Metaspace

Simmels’ framework is limited, however, when applied to mediated interactions

because online interactions leave traces (Poster, 1990). Such online traces exist

within the technological system itself, but also can be reported back to social agents

such as organizations, governments, and individual users. Thus such interactions
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around the use of mobile social networks may be shaped by information about that

social space, i.e., metaspace.

The concept of metaspace has been used by architects and urban planning

theorists (Bunschoten, 1998, 2003). Here I draw on Bunschoten’s (2003) description

of metaspace as ‘‘spaces in which we can see temporality’’ (p. 59). Information about

online social spaces implies a temporarily in its aggregation of information over

time, i.e., online traces are temporal evidence that something happened previously.

Bunschoten explicitly notes that metaspace is not a virtual space that is subjectively

experienced, but a public space that can be precisely described:

The metaspace is a vehicle for thought processes, a vessel in which urban con-
sciousness has to chance to gel. When dynamic processes are given form, this form
gives meaning to the processes, a handle to their understanding and, if necessary,
their manipulation. The metaspace is the space in which this form becomes visual.
(2003, p. 59)

The informational traces of online mediated public sociality become visualized

through communication such as text and images. The metaspace can be more

and less visualized but nevertheless exists. While much of the Internet may be

invisible it is nonetheless a metaspace where informational traces are contained.

Often information can be presented back to users of social media. For example,

user profiles and previous posts or pictures are the visualization of social media

metaspace. The ability to search also visualizes the metaspace of social media. A

more explicit example of metaspatial visualization is Facebook’s incorporation of

a ‘‘Timeline’’ into their service that would allow easier access to old posts and

messages. The previous information existed before Facebook’s introduction of this

feature but the timeline makes it more visible to everyday users.

Many scholars have used various spatial terms and metaphors to describe me-

diated experiences: cyberspace (Benedikt, 1992), hybrid space (de Souza e Silva,

2006), space dimensions of cyber social reality (Gotved, 2006), and mediaspace

(Couldry & McCarthy, 2004). I use the term metaspace instead of cyber, hybrid, or

mediaspace to highlight the visibility of social space as described by Bunschoten

(2003). Based on this definition of metaspace, cyber, hybrid and mediaspace are

all metaspaces. I use the term metaspace here in much of the way I draw on

Simmel’s inner and outer space. The concepts of metaspace, inner space and

outer space provide analytical tools to explore the communication of mobile social

media. They do not necessarily describe all of the spatial aspects or characteristics

of mobile social networks. Indeed de Souza e Silva’s (2006) concept of hybrid

space is quite helpful in thinking about the layering of virtual information with

the locative. Additionally, Gotved’s (2006) model for cyber social reality identifies

more thoroughly both the spatial and temporal dimensions of social reality online.

Lefebvre’s (1991) work on the production of social space is helpful in highlighting

the various ways that social space is mutually perceived, conceived, and lived, but

like Gotved argues (2006), Lefebvre’s trialectic is not comprehensive in defining the

communication on and through mobile social networks.
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Cases

This article draws on five case studies of mobile social networks. Some of these

services are now defunct but the findings of the fieldwork are larger than the cases

themselves. That is, any time we study early communication technologies, we run

the risk as researchers that the particulars of the phenomenon will change but the

goal is that the more abstract findings will be transferable (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

In other words, across these various cases I have sought to develop substantive

theoretical frameworks (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) to explain communication practices

on mobile social networks. Together they constitute a more formal theoretical

framework. I use Glaser and Strauss’ definitions of substantive and formal here

to denote not only the level of abstraction but also transferability across sites of

study. When I began this research all of the cases would be considered a kind of

mobile social network.

The five case studies are: Dodgeball, BEDD, sms.ac, Socialight, and Twitter.

All five cases began as services which allowed users to connect with other peo-

ple through their mobile devices and all have changed dramatically since I first

started studying them in 2005. The first two services, Dodgeball and BEDD, are no

longer available. BEDD was a Bluetooth-enabled mobile matching service based in

Southeast Asia (see Humphreys & Barker, 2007 for a more detailed description).

Dodgeball was a mobile location check-in service that was bought by Google

and then closed down in 2008 (cf. Humphreys, 2007, 2010). BEDD was also

shut down in 2008 due to financial challenges. But Dodgeball founder, Dennis

Crowley went on to start Foursquare with Naveen Selvadurai who formerly worked

at Socialight.

Unlike BEDD and Dodgbeall, sms.ac and Socialight are both still active services

but both have shifted their services substantially since I first started studying them.

Sms.ac used to be a Web and mobile-based service that allowed people to send

one another text messages from the Web site or their mobile phone. It is now called

FanBox and is a service that allows users to post content online and which others

pay to view either from a mobile device or a computer. Socialight used to be a geo-

coded mobile tagging service for users (cf. Humphreys & Liao, 2011), but switched

to a business-to-business model of media development.

Lastly, the subject of the fifth case study, Twitter, also has changed since I started

studying it. It went from a primarily user-to-user model where people would share

with their friends what they were doing to one that is also used by celebrities, groups,

and organizations to build their brand and share news and information. Twitter now

describes itself as an ‘‘information network.’’ This change in how Twitter frames

itself can also be seen on its homepage, where it went from asking ‘‘What are you

doing?’’ to ‘‘What’s happening?’’ to ‘‘Follow Your Interests.’’

All of the cases were chosen for theoretical reasons. Each was originally picked

because of its particular inner and outer spatial characteristics. In other words, the

case studies varied along two aspects: the social distance between the users and the

physical distance between the users. Both inner and outer space, as characterized
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by Simmel (1903/1964), are to be considered along continua from near to distant.

Thus we can map each case study along these characteristics (see Figure 1).

Dodgeball primarily connected people who were usually socially close but phys-

ically dispersed around a city. BEDD primarily connected people who previously

did not know one another but were physically proximate to one another (i.e., within

Bluetooth range or about 20 feet). Sms.ac primarily connected people who did not

know one another, nor were they geographically confined. Indeed sms.ac’s users

were often communicating with people who were on the other side of the world.

Socialight users could leave virtual sticky notes for people they knew and because

it was GPS-based, users had to be in approximately the same physical location to

receive the tag. Thus Socialight users were socially and physically close, but usually

temporally distant. Lastly, Twitter allowed people who are socially close and distant

as well as those who are physically close and distant to share tweets, hence it is

in the middle of the figure representing potentially all kinds of social and physical

characteristics of mobile social network interaction.

Methodologically, the case studies involved 5 years of fieldwork and analysis.

The length of time of study has facilitated a grounded theory analysis (Glaser &

Strauss, 1967). To enhance the credibility of the proposed framework not only were

comparisons made across cases but also multiple kinds of data were collected for

each case (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Triangulation within and across cases helps

to ensure the validity of the research (Maxwell, 1996). More specifically several

kinds of qualitative data were collected. Participant observation was conducted

for all cases, ranging in length from 6 months to 2 years. In-depth interviews

Figure 1

Theoretical Sampling of Cases Along Inner and Outer Spatial Characteristics
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were conducted with approximately 70 users and employees of the mobile social

networks (for more information regarding sampling and interview analyses see

Humphreys, 2007, 2010; Humphreys & Barker, 2007; Humphreys & Liao, 2011).

Textual analyses of corporate press releases, Web sites, and popular press from each

of the cases informed the analyses as did textual analyses of user profiles. Lastly,

due to the sheer size differential of Twitter to the rest of the cases, a large-scale

content analysis of a random sample of publicly available tweets was conducted

(Humphreys, Gill, Krishnamurthy, & Newbury, forthcoming). Given that Twitter is so

much larger than the other cases, this allowed for a systematic overview of the kinds

of information shared through Twitter that an in-depth, but smaller scale qualitative

analysis would not have enabled. The initial framework emerged inductively from

a comparative study of Dodgeball, BEDD, and sms.ac. The framework was then

abductively applied to and refined with separate studies of Socialight and Twitter.

This resulting framework presented here is the culmination of the individual em-

pirical studies. Indeed while not using the spatial framework, Humphreys (2007)

identifies inner spatial characteristics, Humphreys (2010) discusses outer spatial

characteristics, and Humphreys (2011) describes metaspatial characteristics of one

mobile social network.

Framework

On the mobile social networks, inner, outer, and metaspace were managed

through three kinds of communicative practices: connecting, coordinating, and cat-

aloging. Each of these map onto a difference kind of sociological space. Connecting

allows us to manage inner space or social distance with others. Coordinating allows

us to manage outer space or our physical distance from others. Lastly, cataloguing

allows us to manage metaspace or our informational distance from others. The

‘‘us’’ here is clearly not just individual users of mobile social networks but larger

socio-technical systems as well.

While connecting, coordinating, and cataloguing might suggest that communica-

tive practices on mobile social networks always encourage, build, or enhance social

bonds, social interactions are dialectical negotiations where people must actively

manage or attend to their degree of intimacy and closeness (Baxter & Montgomery,

1996). Thus I use the word ‘‘manage’’ here to denote this dialectical nature of

communication. The same technology that encourages connecting through phatic

communication and social bonding is also used to sever social ties. Connecting is

not only about decreasing the social distance between ourselves and others, but at

times managing inner space means increasing social distance. The same technology

that is used to coordinate to help people come together in physical space can

also be used to avoid other people in physical space. Coordinating is not only

about decreasing the physical distance between ourselves and others, but at times

coordinating means increasing the physical distance. Lastly, the same technology

that is used to catalogue to record, organize, and reveal social information can
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be used to obscure such information. Drawing on the various case studies, the

following explains and describes each of these communication practices in more

detail.

Connecting

Much of public sociality through mobile social networks is about connecting with

others. Connecting here means the managing one’s social distance with others.

Most often communication through these systems is meant to build, strengthen,

and maintain social connections. Here I draw on Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical

model as well as Blumer’s (1986) symbolic interactionism perspective in order to

understand what ‘‘connecting’’ embodies. To begin, connecting through mobile

social networks involves both the messages we give and give off. Both kinds of

communication are very important in mobile social networks. Even if a message

is directed to someone through these systems, it is often visible to other members

of the network as well as those physically present. Thus the performative element

is potentially amplified to a much broader audience than the one to whom users

are directing their messages. Additionally, symbolic interactionism suggests that it

is through the communicative exchanges themselves that meaning is made for the

users of these services. Thus communication on mobile social networks facilitates

meaning making through social interaction. Ling (2008) suggests that all of mobile

communication can be understood as ritual interactions which can lead to increased

bounded solidarity, that is, a strengthening of in-group ties. The communications that

occur on mobile social networks are a particular kind of mobile communication, but

nonetheless can serve the same ritualistic function. One of the potential differences

of mobile social networks is the potential for slightly broader, more diffuse commu-

nication. The audience of communication on mobile social networks is potentially

much broader than other interpersonal forms of mobile communication that Ling

(2008) describes. Such interaction and connecting allows users to decrease and

occasionally increase social distance between themselves and other users.

Originally, I had categorized each of the case studies along an inner space

continuum of social distance. This categorization was primarily based on how

the service originally described itself. However, all of the mobile social networks

facilitated connecting with people of various social distances, in both formal and

informal ways. For example, Dodgeball informants indicated using it to connect with

old friends as well as meeting new people as a result of using Dodgeball. BEDD

informants reported using BEDD to meet new people as well as communicate with

known, intimate relations. Sms.ac informants also suggested meeting new people

through the service but then also used it to connect with good friends. Indeed

one informant from outside of Philadelphia actually met her Egyptian husband on

sms.ac and then continued to use the service to connect with his friends in Egypt.

Most of the Socialight users posted public geotags, which meant that both friends

on the network as well as unknown others could read them. The geotags were
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less interactive than the other mobile social networks. Nevertheless, informants

suggested that sharing stories about places in the city could connect them with

others. Twitter messages also suggest a wide variety of social distance among users.

Each system facilitated connecting with others of various social distance despite

how the service was originally described. This highlights the interpretive flexibility

of communication technology by users (Pinch & Bijker, 1987). Typically, however,

the impetus for social interaction through mobile social networks for participants

was the original inner spatial characteristics. For example, Dodgeball informants

primarily used the system to communicate with old friends while BEDD informants

used the system to communicate with new people. However, over time the services

facilitated connecting with others of various social and emotional distances.

Coordinating

Much of the communication on mobile social networks concerns the facilitat-

ing and managing of outer space. Drawing on Ling & Yttri’s (2002) work, I use

the term coordinate to suggest communicative exchanges around organizing and

situating our physical selves in relation to one another—to manage outer space.

Sometimes this results in congregation but most often it relates to how people

communicate their various locations in spatial terms. Congregate can be defined

as bringing multiple physical bodies into close contact and decrease the ‘‘outer

space’’ between people. Coordination and congregation in this regard are tied to the

‘‘spatial practice’’ surrounding the use of mobile social networks. Social interactions

through and adjacent to mobile social networks can change the outer spatial factors

and the way users think about and experience physical distance.

The coordination function of mobile social networks is most apparent on mobile

check-in services like Dodgeball. Users would check in to a location on Dodgeball

and other users might see that check-in and meet up with them in the neighborhood.

Often this would not be at the same venue as the original check-in but would occur

in the same general neighborhood. Sometimes people would check into a location

not because they wanted to meet up there but to indicate they were available to meet

up somewhere nearby. This coordinative function was also found in a more recent

study of FourSquare (Lindqvist, Cranshaw, Wiese, Hong, & Zimmerman, 2011).

Socialight was also used to facilitate coordination but not always congregation.

The most common kind of mobile geo-tags were reviews and recommendations for

venues. The reviews facilitated the coordinative movement of physical bodies in

space based on other network members’ locations and subsequent recommenda-

tions.

While one might expect users of Dodgeball and location-based services to use

the network to facilitate coordination and congregation, it is less obvious how the

nonlocation-based mobile social networks facilitate it. In particular, Twitter and

sms.ac did not technologically rely on or incorporate locational information for

social interaction. Nevertheless, discussion of location by users themselves was
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frequent on both networks. On sms.ac the geographic diversity of users was iden-

tified by informants as one of the key attributes of the network and was frequently

a topic of conversation. In fact the lack of locational proximity was one of the

reasons study participants enjoyed using the service. On Twitter, the content analysis

revealed that over 20% of all tweets explicitly or implicitly mentioned the location

of an individual. This was also significantly higher among tweets submitted from a

mobile device rather than a computer. In this case, sharing locational information

can understood as a means of situating ourselves and our experiences.

Even on BEDD locating users was a frequent communicative act. Because the

system allowed users to send messages back and forth via Bluetooth, often users did

not initially know with whom they were interacting. As a result, informants would

try to interpret nonverbal behaviors of those around them in order to ascertain the

physical identity of their BEDD ‘‘match.’’ Informants mentioned looking around to

see who reached for their phone when they sent a message. BEDD use was based

on geographic proximity because of Bluetooth, thus members’ BEDD identities were

inevitably physically defined. Therefore, knowing who someone is became a matter

of locating his or her body within a physical place.

In an age of networked individualism (Wellman, 2001), the coordination of our

physical bodies in space becomes a communicative act that situates and organizes

our daily lives. The increased mobility of people and information suggests we can

no longer take for granted outer space as givens. Indeed our increased mobilities

call for articulation of our physical locations in new and more frequent ways.

We see evidence of this in the nonlocation-based mobile social networks. Even

though there was nothing on sms.ac or Twitter that prompted sharing locational

information, it was nevertheless a common communicative act among all cases

regardless of their outer spatial characteristics. Coordination and congregation were

primary communication functions that mobile social networks facilitated in both

direct and indirect ways.

Cataloguing

Cataloguing is the communicative practice that facilitates and manages meta-

space. Cataloguing in this sense means to record and classify information according

to a categorical system. There are several ways in which mobile social networks

catalogue socio-spatial information about the users of these systems but not all in-

formation is presented back to users of these services. Nonetheless, this metaspatial

cataloguing function was integral to their services and a motivating factor for some

users.

Users of mobile social networks contributed to the cataloguing of socio-spatial

information in several ways, such as filling out profile information about themselves

or merely using the system to send messages. Information is collected about users

and some of it was then presented back to them in the form a history. Catalogu-

ing provides a visualization of previous communication through the mobile social
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network often by aggregating communication. For example, on user profile pages

Dodgeball and Socialight both listed where people had either checked in or left a

geo-tag. Thus users could see all of the places in aggregate that they had been or

commented on. BEDD allowed users to see all the previous exchanges they had

with other members. Twitter profile pages were visually almost exclusively previous

posts and responses. Thus previous communication was visualized in a temporal

manner (reverse chronological) on Twitter such that Twitter users can see their own

stream as well as the streams of those they follow.

The ability to look back at communication previously generated was important

on mobile social networks. For example, one Dodgeball user said that she could

turn her phone off for the evening and the next day still know what had gone on

without having to ask people. A BEDD user said that he would often scroll through

others’ profiles when he was bored. The ability to go back and explore previously

generated communication on the mobile social network was an important aspect

of cataloguing. Sometimes users would examine information they themselves gen-

erated and sometimes they would look at others’.

The aggregative and reductive nature of cataloging can be helpful on mobile

social networks in identifying socio-spatial patterns that lived experience may ob-

scure. For example, seeing on a map where people check in or leave mobile

tags allowed people to see patterns regarding popular places. Several Dodgeball

participants described how they were able to see patterns in their own movements

and socializing in new ways as a result of the aggregation. Similarly a Socialight user

said that the mobile geo-tags allowed him to get to know a new city better based on

where others had left tags. Increasingly, mobile social networks users look for and

rely on cataloguing to be incorporated into their user experience. Cataloguing on

mobile social networks allowed users to record and reflect on their own behaviors

in new ways.

The ability to search for information, people, and places was another important

part of cataloguing. This was particularly evidenced on BEDD, sms.ac, and Twitter.

On both BEDD and sms.ac people would use the catalogued information to search

for other users. On Twitter, the use of search changed over time to become more

central to its service as seen with the introduction of search on the homepage.

The introduction of hashtags also allowed for the easier organization and re-use of

collected communication. These changes represent the evolution of Twitter as a live

streaming of social updates towards a conversational medium that relied on previous

tweets to be interpreted (boyd, Golder, & Lotan, 2010). The ability to search high-

lights the visibility of mobile social network communication over time. For example,

while the most recent Twitter search results were presented first, particularly rare

search results can reveal a longer temporality of communication. Similarly hashtags

not only allow the organization of vast amounts of communication but also provide

a categorical system of classifying communication over time.

Cataloguing of metaspatial information was not just central for users, but was

essential to the business of mobile social networks through the transformation of

information into databases. Scholars have argued that databases like these simplify
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and standardize complex social data (Poster, 1990; Scott, 1999). Such data can

then be linked to other information to create relationships that may or may not

exist outside of the database. This in turn can lead to a commodification of infor-

mation where ‘‘producers have databases about consumers which are themselves

commodities that may be sold to other producers’’ (Poster, 1990, p. 75). Indeed

the metaspatial information made possible through cataloguing was central to the

success of mobile social networks.

The cataloguing function on BEDD was initially unique from the other mobile

social networks in that all profile information and communication was stored on

individual users’ phones and not a central BEDD server. While this afforded indi-

vidual users a great deal of privacy, BEDD CEO, Steve Carlton, was finding it hard

to make money and survive with it being a free service:

We hear from business partners that we need to think about ways to collect this
information. You know, you always have to keep a privacy policy. Of course, this
information is very valuable. So something in between really. Obviously, it can’t
ever be to the detriment of the end user, right? It should only be that we’re going
to make something that is hopefully better for you as the result of processing this
information. (BEDD CEO, Stephen Carlton, Singapore)

Carlton and his team had built a system that tried to keep interactions solely between

the people participating in them; however, business partners were not keen to

partner with a service in which they receive little to no information about users.

The ability to record, transform, and commoditize socio-spatial information can be

key to the financial success of mobile social networks.

This can further be seen in one of the key differences between Dodgeball and

its successor, Foursquare. Unlike Dodgeball, Foursquare has been quite success-

ful establishing corporate partnerships with venues and brands. Foursquare shares

with the merchants various ‘‘statistics’’ or metaspatial information regarding their

customers’ Foursquare use: the time people checked in, the customer’s gender, the

number of people who had checked in for the first time (i.e., new customers),

and what they call ‘‘the social reach of the check in,’’ that is, the number of

check ins that were posted to Twitter and Facebook (Foursquare, 2011). This is

a marked difference between Foursquare and Dodgeball, which had not been

successful in its commodification. In 2004, before Google acquired Dodgeball,

Dodgeball briefly partnered with Absolut Vodka to send users text messages with

Absolut-sponsored venue recommendations for their city three times a week (Cho,

2004). However, users were not keen on receiving (and paying for) such messages

and sponsored recommendations were quickly terminated (Cho, 2004; Townsend,

2007). After Google’s acquisition, no further attempts to advertise to users directly

through Dodgeball were made. In fact, Townsend (2007) suggests that one of the

reasons Crowley and his partner quit Google in April of 2007 was because they

were never able to monetize their network of users. Cataloguing and the ability to

aggregate metaspatial information from a mobile social network were thus important

for individual users as well as the services themselves.
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Discussion

The goal of this article was to identify the communicative practices of mobile

social networks by grounding them in empirical data and contextualizing them

within a sociological framework. The connecting, coordinating, and cataloguing

practices are not mutually exclusive but are inter-dependent. The same commu-

nicative act can embody all three practices. When people checked into Dodgeball,

they shared their location with friends which reinforced their social connections,

facilitated meeting up, and allowed them to see their check-in on a map. The

potential for all these practices to be publicly visible suggests a performativity of all

three communicative practices. While I drew on exemplary cases throughout the

descriptions of each practice above, there was evidence of the three practices in all

five cases.

While connecting, coordinating, and cataloging characterize much of mobile

interactions with social networks, the inner, outer, and metaspatial factors of social

interaction are potentially applicable to other social media. The need to manage

emotional and social distance is not necessarily unique to mobile interactions with

social networks. Indeed connective practices to manage and engage with inner

space are likely descriptive of many social media interactions.

The applicability of coordinating to other kinds of online social networks is less

straightforward. While one can see evidence of managing outer space through

features like ‘‘Events’’ or Places’’ on Facebook, the possibility for physical mobility

is significantly heightened when using a mobile interface. The rise of mobile com-

munication technologies have contributed to a networked individualism that allows

people to connect with one another in a myriad of locations and contexts (Ling,

2008; Wellman, 2001). While we cannot necessarily know the locational context

of mobile communication, this does not make mobile communication placeless.

People are always in a particular place when they use media. Place is part of the

context and content for communication like never before because it is so under-

determined. We no longer ask ‘‘are you busy’’ when we call someone, instead we

can ask ‘‘where are you?’’ As such, we see an increase in the explicit articulation of

place. The managing of outer space through our communication of it is an important

new way we situate ourselves and our mobile interactions through social networks.

Thus the importance of managing and engaging with outer spatial information is

especially heightened and articulated when engaging in mobile interactions through

social networks.

Mediated interactions of all kinds generate metaspatial information that can be

presented back to users in varying degrees. Cataloguing and the ability to look back

over one’s own traces on social media may become central to managing one’s

long term online identity as well as reflecting on previous experiences; however,

again its applicability is less straightforward when trying to apply it beyond mobile

interactions with social networks. Because mobile devices are uniquely tied to

individuals who often carry the device with them, the metaspatial information

generated through mobile interactions with social networks is thus quite unique
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and specific to an individual. This allows for a level of granularity that makes such

information valuable not only to the user him or herself, but to various other actors,

organizations, and institutions as well.

One important implication of this research relates back to questions of public

space and civility. The inner, outer, and meta spatial factors of public interaction all

have potentially civil and uncivil aspects. Whether it be over-sharing of emotional

or locational information or the over collection of metaspatial information (e.g.,

surveillance), incivility can be managed through purposeful inattention to maintain

public order. Civil inattention is the purposeful social neglect paid to unknown

others in public space (Goffman, 1963). Civil inattention, therefore, can be socially

and technologically enabled through mobile interactions with social networks to

help maintain public order. Due to the dialectical nature of communication, civil

inattention is not a constant state but a dynamic practice that enables people to

share and not share and well as to observe and not observe others in these public

spaces. Civil inattention is the mechanism through which mobile interactions with

social networks can reflect a plausible deniability that can engender civility.

Connecting, coordinating, and cataloguing on mobile interactions with social

networks reveal the inner, outer, and metaspace of these mediated social inter-

actions. Together they constitute the social, physical, and information aspects of

communication, which may be found in other forms of social media to some

degree, but are uniquely descriptive of mobile interactions with social networks. The

five case studies constitute emerging technological examples of mobile interactions

through social networks, but as the technologies continue to evolve so too will

the social practices surrounding them. The convergence of mobility, sociality, and

mediality will continue to be a fruitful lens through which all kinds of mobile

mediality (Sheller, 2012) can be explored.
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